The tiny nation of Kiribati will soon be underwater – here’s the plan to save its people

Home to 7.5 billion: The interconnectedness of our situation

Born from Mountain Fire

Unique culture of Takuu Atoll at risk from climate change, migration

MECC in the global discourse

Land Degradation Aggravating Migration, Warns UNCCD Chief

Migration should be an act of choice and not a desperate last resort

PM calls for protection of migrant rights

East and Southeast Asia

Natural Disasters and Climate Change Intensify Urban Migration in Mongolia

In Vietnam, Human Migration Intensifies Effects of Climate Change

Canada gives $11.6m to help Việt Nam fight climate change

MECC in the UNGA 2016

“We must also ensure that our response on people displacement and movements, takes account of the protection of the human rights of those people displaced by the impacts of climate change and sea level rise. We need a legal framework for this work to ensure human rights protection and security. Tuvalu has proposed for a UN Resolution on the establishment of such a legal process.”

- Enele Sopoaga, Prime Minister of Tuvalu

“Sea level rise can occupy our territory as surely as an invading army. From the perspective of my small island nation in the Pacific, climate change is our greatest humanitarian crisis. It is our war....Climate change raises some hard questions, and I am not sure we have the answers.... Will we be able to protect the millions who are rendered homeless when low-lying coastal areas are inundated?”

- Baron Waqa, President of Nauru

“The international community must do more in assisting Small Islands Developing States (SIDS) to manage populations displaced by climate change via a global mechanism. Current treaties are inadequate to address people forced out by climate change. We call for a legal framework to address and protect the rights of forced climate migrants and compensate climate impacted populations for the loss of their livelihood....This year, scientists reported that five of our islands were claimed by the sea due to human induced sea level rise with six others severely eroded.”

- Manasseh Sogavare, Prime Minister of Solomon Islands

For any further information please contact robkkmeccroap@iom.int

Disclaimer: This update is a compilation of interesting news articles and reports on the topic and in no way reflects IOM’s position on migration, environment and climate change.